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Dometic: Southampton Boat Show:
Dometic Showcases New Chiller
Technology with VARC and Titan Models

Please find below two press releases from our client Dometic for Southampton
Boat Show

Press Release #1



DOMETIC ANSWERS DEMAND FOR QUIET AND EFFICIENT SYSTEMS WITH
LAUNCH OF VARC72 VARIABLE CAPACITY CHILLER

Southampton Boat Show 2016, Mayflower Park, 16th to 25th September, Stand
J316

Satisfying the demand for more efficient, more cost effective and quieter
systems, Dometic is launching a new larger version of its innovative VARC
variable capacity chiller.

The Dometic VARC chillers reduce energy costs for boat owners and the size
of generator needed on-board by providing just the right amount of needed
cooling or heating.

Following the introduction of the award-winning VARC48 chiller, Dometic has
now expanded the product range with the introduction of the VARC72 model
to meet the cooling and heating requirements of a range of boats and yachts.

Innovative technology enables the chillers to continually adjust to meet load
demands, operating smoothly, steadily and quietly, and maintaining a more
constant load on the generator. Instead of turning on and off to maintain
temperature, it speeds up or slows down as needed to produce more or fewer
BTUs. Also, there is no in-rush of current when starting, reducing demand on
the entire electrical system.

Steve Morris, Director of MAOE Sales, UK, Dometic, said: “Noise reduction and
energy efficiency are two big concerns, which is why we feel our variable
speed compressor chillers are a significant advancement. The design and
engineering of the VARC48 and 72 offer our customers significant benefits in
terms of efficiency and cost savings compared to other chillers. The VARC is
smoother, quieter and more efficient, modulating its speed to meet thermal
load demand and reducing electrical load fluctuations. Significantly, we are
the only variable speed chiller manufacturer that has successfully managed
to fully parallel two chillers successfully using our PLC software.

“Boat owners will find that with the VARC chillers, they use less power,
require a smaller generator and have reduced maintenance on their electrical
systems due to fewer starts and stops.”



The VARC48 and 72 have a compact footprint and feature an innovative
plumbing design to improve ease and flexibility of installation and
maintenance. An optional high-resolution colour touchscreen provides users
with a dynamic interface, system metrics and control.

VARC chillers feature dual frequency so the system will still work when
travelling between Europe and the Caribbean, for example. The VARC also
has three operating modes – Econo, Standard and Boost – which provides
even more efficiencies for boat owners.

The Dometic VARC uses an Electronic Expansion Valve (EEV) for precise
control of superheat and also supports Dometic’s optional Smart Touch
Integrated Intelligence Control (STIIC) software which allows boat owners to
monitor and troubleshoot their Dometic equipment on-board from anywhere
in the world.

For more information about the Dometic products, please visit Stand J316 at
this year’s Southampton Boat Show.
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Press Release #2

DOMETIC INTRODUCES NEW TITAN CHILLER FEATURING TITANIUM TUBE
CONDENSER

Southampton Boat Show 2016, Mayflower Park, 16th to 25th September, Stand
J316

Setting the standard for corrosion-resistant design for future chiller builds,
Dometic is introducing its new Titan Chiller with revolutionary titanium tube
condenser.

The Dometic Titan Chiller features condenser coils made of industrial-grade
titanium which makes the units virtually immune to erosion and corrosion,



significantly extending the life of cooling systems.

Designed to meet the stringent requirements for commercial, military and
superyacht vessels, the durable Titan chiller is much easier to maintain as it
can resist marine corrosion and also withstand the cleaning methods which
are often used to keep invasive marine life out of the chiller’s plumbing. It is
therefore particularly valuable for use in regions where extensive debris in
the water requires frequent cleaning of the tubes using harsh chemicals or
high water velocity which can rapidly erode the condensers.

Steve Morris, Director of MAOE Sales, UK, Dometic, said: “The use of titanium
is a ground-breaking development for chiller longevity in the marine industry,
providing boaters, captains and boat builders with a vastly more corrosion-
resistant material. Titanium is a very strong material that does not erode
easily and therefore makes robust and long-lasting condenser tubes for
vessel chillers. Although cupronickel is currently still appropriate in smaller
duty self-contained and split gas systems, our capability to use titanium
represents a fundamental shift that will have a huge impact on the way
future chillers are designed and manufactured. The Titan sets the standard
for corrosion-resistant design and provides peace of mind for commercial
operators making a significant investment in their chiller system.”

Dometic engineers have created the superior chiller with titanium tubes by
developing an innovative patent-pending method which enables the difficult
connection between the titanium inner tube and the exterior tube.

With debris from marine life increasing in recent years, chemicals such as
muriatic acid are often used to clean a cupronickel condenser which can
erode the walls of the tubes and cause the chiller to fail.

Dometic’s smooth-tube Titan chillers successfully eliminate cupronickel,
which means it is the ideal solution for vessels operating in areas affected by
extensive debris or on which the crew is required to frequently clean the
tubes with acid-based solutions. The titanium condenser can also cope with
more than five times greater water velocity than cupronickel, allowing rapid
water flow to keep the coils free of debris and ensure the chiller is running
optimally.

Steve Morris added: “As an industry leader in water-cooled condenser
technology, we are aware that aggressive corrosion in certain regions of the



world is adversely affecting the standard 90/10 cupronickel condensers that
have been used for the past 50 years. To ensure our air conditioning systems
feature the same longevity to last for the next half century, we have taken
the opportunity to completely re-engineer this aspect of our systems.

“It is also important to stress that, while chemical cleaning plays a key role in
system performance, it is critical for the boat owner or maintenance company
to ensure they are using the correct chemicals and concentration of
chemicals with no ‘over-flushing’. We found in our own independent chemical
report that over concentration or incorrect chemical agents significantly
contributes to the corrosive effect on cupronickel pipework.”

The Titan Chiller is covered under a Dometic five-year manufacturer’s
warranty.

To view a video of the unit, click https://youtu.be/S3PAEtxFO5s.

For more information about Dometic’s air-conditioning equipment, visit Stand
J316 at Southampton Boat Show or go to www.dometic.com/marine.
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Dometic

Dometic is a global market leader in branded solutions for mobile living in
the areas of Climate, Hygiene & Sanitation and Food & Beverage. Dometic
operates in the Americas, EMEA and Asia Pacific, providing mobile comfort for
the Recreational Vehicles (RV), Commercial and Passenger Vehicles (CPV) and
Pleasure Boats (Marine) markets. Dometic offer products and solutions that
enrich people’s experiences away from home, whether in a motorhome,

https://youtu.be/S3PAEtxFO5s


caravan, boat or a truck. Our mission is to create smart and reliable products
with outstanding design. Our products are sold in approximately 100
countries and manufactured in 22 production facilities worldwide. We have a
global distribution and dealer network in place to service the aftermarket.
Dometic employs 6,750 people worldwide, had net sales of SEK 11,486m in
2015 and is headquartered in Solna, Sweden.


